
The whiteboard 
reimagined for the cloud

Jamboard



Jamboard is an innovative 55-inch 4K whiteboard connected 
to the cloud. Fully integrated with the Google G Suite, it’s ideal 
for teams already familiar with indispensable tools such as 
Google Drive, Google Meet and Google Sheets.
 
Team members can work together from multiple locations 
effectively, creatively, productively and securely. Jamboard 
transforms the most ordinary meeting places into highly 
collaborative workspaces – in an instant. 

If your team is using Google,  
they should be using Jamboard!

Jamboard
Where ideas thrive!



Match any meeting room

Jamboard’s different configurations such as its wall-mount
and rolling-stand make it an easy-fit for meeting rooms of
different sizes and layouts. 

You can also pair Jamboard with supported peripherals
or Google Hangouts Meet hardware in large meeting
rooms to support collaboration between more colleagues.

Avi Couillard, Senior Strategist at Instrument

“ Jamboard helps us focus more on the 
ideas, and less on translating creative 
direction to different teams.” 

Scan QR code with your phone 

to experience Jamboard.



Intuitive user interface 
Innovative machine learning tools such as handwriting 
recognition, shape recognition, and AutoDraw mean you can 
visualize your ideas and promote your team’s creativity in new 
and collaborative ways. It’s easy to sketch ideas, drop images, 
add notes, and pull assets directly from the web.  

Moreover, jam files can be autosaved – everything gets
instantly saved and stored in Google Drive, so you’ll never
lose any valuable information, and all ideas can be easily 
accessed by everyone. 

utes !
Hi Jen, 

Let’s Jam 
in 5 minu



Meet for Jamboard

         Easy admin for IT staff
Through the Google admin console, IT staff can easily
manage Jamboard and other meeting room resources
remotely from a single location, which maximizes efficient 
usage. This makes Jamboard the perfect meeting room
solution, helping all employees including top management 
to work more efficiently. 

Whiteboarding and full-screen video
conferencing in one space

Get your whole team – wherever they are located – together with 
Meet for Jamboard, which displays scheduled meetings and 
allows participants to join a meeting with just one tap. Users can
then seamlessly switch between video conferencing and
whiteboarding at any time.

Through connections with Google Calendar and Google
Hangouts, you can schedule meetings almost
instantaneously. Jamboard with full-screen video conferencing
makes worldwide collaboration smooth and seamless.

Scan QRcode to download the setup guide.



Optional password protection secures confidential jams. The 
screen can be locked to keep important and relevant content 
permanently on display – until you unlock the screen. You’ll 
never have to write “Do Not Erase!” again. 

Encrypted files
All jams are stored in the cloud and all data is encrypted with 
256-bit SSL encryption, while 2048-bit RSA encryption keys 
safeguard information, whether it’s emails, chats, Google Drive 
files, or other data. G Suite provides independent certifications 
from third-parties such as ISO to confirm that their products 
meet your security, compliance, and data processing needs.

G Suite integration
Jamboard is one of the core services in the Google ecosystem.
Indeed, you won’t find G Suite integration on any other whiteboard! 
Jamboard is accessible anywhere there is an internet connection.
From docs to sheets to slides to drives, it’s easy and fast to pull
the files you need and access all your team’s work. You can also 
brainstorm better with complete access to Google Search. Just 
Google an image and paste it into your jam.

It’s also easy to integrate with Google Hangouts and have another
team join the jam. This is a seamless process that allows everyone 
to brainstorm and collaborate together!

Cutting-edge security



Stay up-to-date
Updating your Jamboard is free and easy with over-the-air 
updates, which ensure your Jamboard is always running the 
latest software. New functionalities and security updates are 
added regularly to Jamboard, keeping it ahead of other tools 
and protecting your investment into the future. Simply leave the 
Jamboard powered on and connected to a network so it can 
receive these monthly updates.

The Jamboard app is available on: 
Android, iOS, Chrome OS, Windows, or macOS. The Jamboard
app allows users to collaborate anytime, anywhere, from mobile
phones, tablets, web, or from another Jamboard.

Specifications Download the  Jamboard app and 
collaborate anytime, anywhere:55″ 4K UHD and a 60 Hz video refresh rate 

16 simultaneous touchpoints

100 Hz touch scan rate/400 Hz quarter scan support

End-to-end latency: 32 ms (single-touch)

HDMI 2.0, USB type C , 2 X USB 3.0

SPDIF audio out

WIFI 802.11ac 2x2

1 Gigabyte Ethernet

Google Cast

Built-in tilt support

Built-in wide-angle camera

Built-in microphones

Down firing speakers

2 x Fine tip passive stylus

Eraser and microfiber cloth

Wall mount or rolling stand option



Group to Group collaboration  
in different location Video conferencing

Brian Dochney, IT technical product owner at Spotify

“I can see a future where Jamboard is on every screen making 
every meeting a multimedia collaboration event without needing 
to worry about where you are or what tools you’re missing.” 

Brainstorming in  
one meeting room 

Book Demo: Request  
a free on-site demo  
with Jamboard experts

Get Quote: Receive 
detailed pricing for  
your Jamboard

Contact us: Jamboard@BenQ.eu


